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CSCC Bent Fork Editors

Sharon Boyd & Dale Campbell

Thank you Bent Fork Chronicles

contributors for our APR 2011

edition. We appreciate all of your

articles, pictures and feedback.

CSCC "Helpful Links" list:

http://www.bikesprings.org

/helpful_links.php

The University of Colorado at

Colorado Springs Health Sciences

Department is currently recruiting

read more...

Membership Updates

Sara Hill

Welcome New Members:

Doug Anderson, RJ Baer, Ruth,

Bourquin-Odens, Dean Buck, Don

Cox, Gary Dean, Denise Faldowski

Notbohm, John Jamison, Leo

Kolman, Richard Kostizke, David

McClain, Peg Mitchel, Tom & Ginny

Newman, Robert Nissen, Ron

Norman, Javier & Teresa Valdez,

Dan Weber, Nancetta Williams,

Rachelle Womack 

read more...
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President's Message

Charlie Czar

Thoughts from the CSCC President…

Another month and the ski slopes will be closed. Then riding our

bikes will be the best exercise in the state. Will you be ready to the

BVBF rides on May 21? You might want to catch a few CSCC club

weekend rides to get “adjusted.” Remember it takes a few early

rides every year to get your “seat readjusted to your seat & your

seat readjusted to your seat.” The Club committee chairpersons and

Board of Directors have been working on some fun and interesting

rides and activities for this 25th year of the Club. Make sure you

“bookmark” the CSCC website (www.bikesprings.org) and keep

checking on announcements and updates.

read more...

Buena Vista Bike Fest Update

Aaron Rosenthal

Everything is going well related to logistics and planning for the

Buena Vista Bike Fest (BVBF) scheduled for May 21, 2011. We

are nearly sold out and anticipate that happening by early APRl. If

you haven't signed up and want to, please don't delay. We've had

more orders for cycling jerseys than in years past, and we believe

this is because of using Eventbrite for registration. If you plan to

ride and didn't order a cycling jersey we will have some extras

https://www.bikesprings.org/v_newsletters/newsletter_685221.htm
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Chris Conboy

Here is a quick re-cap of the last

month's club events and a look at

what's to come. St. Patrick's Day

weekend was loaded with CSCC

events. Thanks to Stan and Karen

Hill for putting on a very popular

and delicious soup ride.

read more...

Rides, Notices &

Announcements

Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles

Editor

May 2 - Begin CSCC Monday

Dinner Rides with Bob Smith

Mountain Bike Race-First

Challenge of the Mountain Post

Challenge Hero

Series. April 16, 2011 at 9am at

Cheyenne Mountain State Park

Info: (719) 526-5176 or

trevor.mcconnell@us.army.mil

Participate in all eight races of the

Mountain Post Challenge and

become

your own Hero! Hero Series info

www.mwrfortcarson.com

read more...

Cycling Around The World

More common than lycra...

...Vietnamese students on bikes,

wearing Ao Dai, a traditional

dress

Cycling In a Country Custom-

available for purchase at “packet pick-up” on both FRI May 20 and

SAT May 21 in the morning. Sizes and availability will be on a first

come, first served basis.

read more...

SAG Drivers Needed for BVBF

Allen Beauchamp

Planning is in high gear for our

13th Annual Buena Vista Bike

Fest (BVBF) and things are

going well. This event is the

primary fundraiser for the

Colorado Springs Cycling Club

and allows us as a group to do

so much good for others within

our community and provides a

good budget for our club operations on a yearly basis. This year, we

are having a group of our long-term volunteers, that have given of

their time so freely, actually get out to RIDE BVBF. We are excited

for them! The best way to support the event and CSCC is to either

step up to volunteer or to sign up and ride the event.

read more...

Colorado Institute of Massage Therapy

Roger Patrizio

Colorado Institute of Massage Therapy (CIMT) is serving the

needs of athletes in the Pikes Peak Region. Are you training for a

particular event? Are your quads…Or gluts sore from your cycling

workouts? Did you know that the CIMT provides a 30-minute sports

massages for only $10 at our West Fillmore Campus? This takes

place from 5:30pm to 8:30pm two Mondays each month. We invite

you to include massage therapy in your health and wellness

lifestyle. Please call 719-634-7347 for more info and to sign up for

a 30 minute sports massage. Thanks, and we will see you at the

Buena Vista Bike Festival in May.

Roger Patrizio - www.coimt.com

The CSCC Avatar � Don�t Let This One �Slip�

By You

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Editor

Avatar – we’ve all heard that

term in a number of different

contexts over the last year or

two, especially after the release

of the award winning movie. But,

let’s look at a earlier use of the

word in the virtual realm.

Avatar Definition: A graphical

representation of the user or

the user's alter ego or

character.

So, let me propose this – we build a CSCC Avatar. Let’s just call this

avatar “The Rider” or TR for short. I’m sure you’re wondering just

what TR’s biking lifestyle and experiences would be. Well, to

https://www.bikesprings.org/v_newsletters/newsletter_685221.htm
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Made For Viewing by Bicycle

What country or region comes to

mind when you think about bicycle

touring? Germany, Italy, Australia,

Spain, the USofA? A number of

CSCC members have made the

opportunity to travel to these and

even more locations around the

world. But, if I asked you to think

of a country that is custom made

for viewing by bicycle, what country

would you think of? Based on an

article I just read, let me make a

suggestion – Vietnam.

read more...

"Out spokin': Bike

maintenance plays key

role in cycling

performance"

Dave McIntosh � OutThere.Com

Editor's note: McIntosh is a Senior

Coach for Carmichael Training

Systems and has been racing road

and track bikes in Colorado and

around the country for more than

20 years.

As I write this my bike is sitting

across the room from me, covered

in dirt and sand from riding through

the snowmelt and gravel that crowd

the edges of our roads this time of

year. When I’m done writing, I’ll

grab a cup of coffee and settle in

for a relaxing session of bike

maintenance.

read more...

Does It All Add Up?

Tracking Your Cycling

Mileage

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork

Chronicles Editor

When joining other Club members

for a ride, we all know the process

determine TR’s profile, I’ve reviewed the results of the Slip Method 

from the last two years. For those of you that may not have been

“exposed” to the Slip Method, let me explain.

read more...

CSCC Represented at Front Range Cyclist Bike

Show

Allen Beauchamp

As Spring-time eases into the

region, it is time for some of our

wonderful members to get out

and about, representing the

Colorado Springs Cycling Club

(CSCC) at outdoor events. Sara

Hill, Rich Hostak and CeCe

Beauchamp took on the

challenge of kicking our 2011 Outreach and Membership season by

setting up a wonderful booth at the 3rd Annual Front Range Bike

Show held on SAT, March 19 at the Norris Penrose Events Center.

They toiled for hours the day and evening before the event, putting

together a beautiful showcase of CSCC photos and event

descriptions that truly shows off the fun, pedaling and community

that we all share throughout the year.

read more...

Cycling the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route

(GDMBR)

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork

Chronicles Editor

Taking It a Segment at

a Time

When planning a cycling trip, go

no further than your own

backyard – figuratively speaking

that is. If you take the time to

ask folks in the Club about their

cycling traveling adventures, you’ll find that there is a wealth of

knowledge, experience and stories about cycle touring. Take for

example, the case of two of our newest members to the Club –

Terry and Dennis Struck.

After the March monthly Club meeting, Dennis contacted me about

a potential article for the Bent Fork. In his email, Dennis recalled

that “Terry and I used to do a lot of bike camping on our own and

never ran into anyone who did the same. We just invented things as

we went along (by ourselves, not knowing that there was a whole

world of bike tour’ers out there - all before the Internet). Then one

day, we were in the Criterium bike shop and saw a copy of

Adventure Cycling magazine (which is all about bike touring). We

had discovered a whole world of bike touring in that magazine and

became lifetime members of Adventure Cycling within two months.”

It goes without saying that there are other members that can relate

other stories about being introduced to cycle touring.

read more...
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before the ride get’s started. Log in

for the ride, signing the waiver

sheet (either virtually or in person).

Having signed into the ride, the

liability issues are assuaged. But,

also remember that the ride sheet

serves the purpose of tracking the

club mileage by ride, rider, month

and year.

read more...

Planning a Cycling Trip?

Comprehensive Checklist

Website You Can�t Do

Without

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork

Chronicles Editor

Are you a list maker? Do you use a

checklist to make sure that you’ve

packed the right “stuff” for a trip

(and also to make sure you don’t

pack too much “stuff”)? If so, you

might have compiled a checklist

that you keep handy any time you

get ready to take a trip. But what

about a self supporting cycling trip?

OR a cycling camping trip? Or a

Leaving Home Checklist? Do you

have those checklists? Keep

reading, because now you will!

read more...

Adelaide Hostel in San

Francisco

Al Brody - Advocacy Dude!

Despite its name, the Adelaide

Hostel is in San Francisco, USA.

From Nicola: "Hi! I am the manager

of the Adelaide, a super-clean,

comfortable, friendly, and

independent hostel in San

Francisco. I'm interested in getting

the word out that we are a great pit

stop for cyclists touring the Pacific

Coast.

read more...

Cycling the GDMBR (continued)

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork

Chronicles Editor

Adventure Cycling has the

following description for the New

Mexico section of the GDMBR:

“Heading into New Mexico [from

the north], the road surface

deteriorates, with much more

rocky riding. Here the

countryside turns much drier, and water sources can be few and far

between. Climbs get shorter and steeper.

read more...
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CSCC Bent Fork Editors

Sharon Boyd & Dale Campbell

high-caliber cyclists for a 4-month research study on bone health.The requirements include bone

mineral density, body composition, and vertical jump assessment at the University of Colorado at

Colorado Springs. Criteria:

  - Between 18-50 yrs of age

  - Male or female

  - Interested in optimizing your bone health

  - Interested in learning about nutrition

Click here (link to training peaks) for more information

Link: http://blog.trainingpeaks.com/2011/01/university-of-colorado-at-colorado-springs-research-

study-on-cyclists%E2%80%99-bone-health.html

SPRING INTO ACTION…Tune up your bike!

http://microsoft.discoverbing.com/data/ConsistMed_LeftLink2TuneBike_1x1

/Key-6734502.D.0cs7.J.Jv.H5pW70

Community Bike-Sharing headed to Manitou Springs. In April, a bike shop owner & volunteers

plan to put out 25 “community bikes” around Manitou. These are old bikes that will be restored

and stripped down to one gear. The plan; put out 50 more by the end of summer, and continue as

long as people donate their old bikes and parts. Manitou Bikes is accepting bikes, tires and other

parts at 514 El Paso Blvd., Manitou Springs for this community bike program. We also need

volunteers to help assemble these community bikes. For more info: www.manitoubikes.com

Harry & Rhoda Harris Update: Harry and Rhoda celebrated their 40th Wedding Anniversary.

Harry is on a CPAP for 40 minutes twice a day--he is breathing on his own, but has to tell his body

& brain to breathe. His goal is to get off the ventilator, so he can eat real food! Craig’s admission

representative says they will be sending an individual to evaluate Harry in the near future. We

pray Harry will soon be a Craig candidate for “heavy duty” therapy and training. Rhoda is working

on the stylus (for Harry’s Ebook). She needs to figure out a holder to fit on his shoulder, so he

does not have to hold the stylus in his mouth continually. Harry is currently listening to a long

book on CD (14 CDs), too. Continue to pray that God's will be done and He continues to heal JW's

body. Hugs to all, God Bless! Rhoda

Spring is in the air... and April is bringing a variety of rides and fun things to do. Please check the

CSCC calendar, and click on the rides for more details. NEW for some of these events - you'll see a

"Register for this event" button at the bottom of each ride description. This is a new feature that

we hope will assist the hosts in preparing for the riders, and make your planning easier. Click on

this button, fill out a simple registration and then you'll see a set of choices.   Janine – Ride

Committee

"Name Change Mystery Solved"

By: David Philipps, FEB 7, 2011, OutThere.Com

I recently noticed that Zipline Trail, a great connector between Bear Creek and Section 16, had

been renamed Stephanie's Trail. Curious, I emailed Medicine Wheel, which built the trail, to figure

out the change. Their public outreach guy Jim said: "While cutting the trail in, we came across a

https://www.bikesprings.org/v_newsletters/article_2492559.htm
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small, hand-made ceramic marker that someone had left, memorializing a cat named Stephanie.

See the attached photos. Since we're kind of goofy mountain bikers, we decided it was a great

name for the trail.

The marker was originally one piece of clay that had been rolled out but had delaminated, so that

the front and back had separated. We have no idea how long that had been out there or who left

it, but we did not find Stephanie."

BFC April 2011 Issue - Vol 4 Issue 2, 1 April 2011
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President's Message

Charlie Czar

You may have noted on the Club ride calendar that the annual picnic will be July 10 at the USAFA

FamCamp Shelter #2. It has been many years since we’ve had that good of road surface to ride

before the picnic, and it will be a flat approach from the ride to the food! Mark that day on your

calendar now!

This is CSCC club elections year. We’ll be voting on all the officer positions this November. In

accordance with the By-Laws, I’ll appoint a nomination committee in the fall that will prepare the

list of candidates. Start thinking now about what you could do to help guide our Club. All the

positions are open: President, Vice-president(s), Secretary, and Treasurer. Give it some thought.

I’ll see you on a ride. Remember a “STOP” sign means Stop!

Charlie Czar

BFC April 2011 Issue - Vol 4 Issue 2, 1 April 2011
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Membership Updates

Sara Hill

Renewing members-Thanks:

Geoff Ames & Daryll Stevens, Renee Barall, Duane Beckmann & Mattie O., Ed Bidinotto & Connie

Miller, Keith Brown, Shawn & Teresa Cole, Chris Davenport, Norman & Lynne Hall, Ron Hargrave,

Roger Herous, Bernie Hessemer, Karen & Gary Johnson, Carolyn Myers & Dick Woods, Charlie &

Margaret Oliver, Richard & Pamela Oliver, BJ & Jo Ondo, Darren Schubarth, Ron Toman, Bob

Vandepas, William Young, Katie Zimmann

REMINDERS:

(1)  Family memberships are eligible for two adult online logins. With each login, members can

comment on the message boards or respond to surveys independently. If you wish to have a

second adult login, please contact Membership at membership@bikesprings.org. Provide the

following information: Name on membership account, secondary member's name and email along

with a preferred username. If you have a preference for billing identity, indicate this as well.

(2)  Has your personal information changed? Don't forget you can update your mailing address,

phone numbers and email at anytime by logging into the membership area and clicking the

"Change Contact/Profile Information" link under Member Information. You can even change your

username.

If you have other questions regarding membership, please contact Sara Hill, Membership

Coordinator at membership@bikesprings.org .

BFC April 2011 Issue - Vol 4 Issue 2, 1 April 2011
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Buena Vista Bike Fest Update

Aaron Rosenthal

If you aren't planning to ride and want to volunteer we can still use your help. Specifically we are

in need of SAG drivers. Other than driving your car and having capacity to transport one or more

cyclists and their bike(s) there isn't much you need to do, other than maintain a friendly

demeanor and provide a floor pump when requested. You don't have to have great mechanical

skills as you can transport the cyclist to one of the rest stops where there will be mechanical

support available. If you are interested in helping out for this or other volunteer roles, please go

the www.bvbf.org  and sign up.

For those who are already planning to volunteer, please keep the evening of TUES May 17

available. This is the date of our volunteer meeting/party. The location is not finalized, but the

start time is likely to be 6:00pm. As always, we will provide plenty of pizza following the

discussion about volunteer responsibilities and expectations. As soon as the location and time are

finalized, we will send the information via email to those who are signed up.

Keep in mind, BVBF is the only fundraiser for the Colorado Springs Cycling Club (CSCC). The best

way for you to support CSCC is to ride or volunteer. Last year's snow was an anomaly. This year's

weather is bound to be perfect! We hope to see you there.

Aaron Rosenthal

The BVBF Committee

BFC April 2011 Issue - Vol 4 Issue 2, 1 April 2011
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Socially Yours

Chris Conboy

We made a nice showing at the St. Patrick's Day parade, and it was good to see Mark back in his

kilt! Sunday, Ellen and Randy Susman had a "spudlicious" Spud dinner at their house. Over 45

folks enjoyed potatoes and all the fixings, plus side dishes and desserts. I also want to thank

many club members who brought food and helped clean up. Roger, Richard and Pam, Suze, Sara,

Sandy, Martha, Dennis, Janine, Barb and Charlie all contributed to make it a huge success. Of

course, these events couldn't happen without the Hills and Susmans volunteering to host; a huge

THANK YOU to them! (I apologize if I overlooked anyone)

Our April CSCC monthly meeting will be at the Carmichael Training Facility (21st Street at Hwy.

24). I'll bring some light snacks and beverages. We'll be back at the Clarion in May. On Easter

Sunday, we'll have the Jelly Bean ride as part of our social ride. April 30th is our day/overnight

bike trip to Pueblo. It will be a nice time of the year before it gets too hot. The Wilders have

already stepped up to lead mountain bike rides around the reservoir (big THANK YOU), and I'm

sure we'll have some road bike routes organized. Finally, our Buena Vista Bike Fest in May

promises to be bigger and better this year. Since it is later this year, riders and volunteers should

be challenged by the wind and sun, not a blizzard! Hope all of you are planning to ride or

volunteer. Last I heard, we were still looking for SAG drivers. Well, that's all for now.

Happy Spring and Happy Riding!  Chris Conboy

Photo compliments of Vern Pitcher

BFC April 2011 Issue - Vol 4 Issue 2, 1 April 2011
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SAG Drivers Needed for BVBF

Allen Beauchamp

One of the areas that we need additional volunteer resources is in the area of SAG driving. For

those that have not heard the term, SAG stands for Support And Gear, and it's a really fun way

to spend the day supporting BVBF. The requirements are very easy and you don't have to possess

mechanical skills or have the ability to do "on the road" repair of bikes. Our SAG drivers are the

"backbone" of the course support for the riders as they are out pedaling to Leadville and back.

They provide flat support, water & light snack refills and transport of cyclists to the next rest stop

where we have full mechanical support. In the case of a true emergency, our SAG drivers can

have the ability to actuate 911/EMS and provide critical details to the Chaffee County Search and

Rescue personnel out on the course.

CSCC recognizes that taking on the volunteer job of SAG driving will incur extra expenses with the

additional driving needed and will reimburse our SAG's 100% for gas costs associated with the

event. We are absolutely appreciative of the time and energy that you are able to put into BVBF

and do not want it to be a financial hardship, especially in light of our current and future fuel

prices  :)

To be a SAG, please visit the www.bvbf.org  page and click on the volunteer link. SAG drivers will

need to have a vehicle capable of transporting a few 2-4 bikes and people, a basic bike pump

(floor pump is best), a broom and a few basic bike hand tools (the same you would use on your

own bike). CSCC provides a fully stocked First Aid kit, a water container for course use, a

snack/electrolyte kit, an orange safety vest and fully stocked spares box with tubes/tires and all

instructions needed prior to the event.

I look forward to working with our SAG's again this year in support of the Buena Vista Bike Fest.

It's the job that I've done every year for the past 8 or so and there is no happier place for me to

be than out on the course, attending to our riders and making sure they have the best darned

riding experience possible!

Cheers, Allen Beauchamp -- BVBF Course Guy (Head Sweeper!)
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Rides, Notices & Announcements

Sharon Boyd - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

Arkansas Point Mountain Bike Race scheduled for APR 17, 2011.

http://www.lakepueblotrails.org/default.asp

Inaugural Southern Colorado Tour de Cure on MAY 14, 2011 at Woodland Park, CO. We are six

weeks out...get out of your saddle and put the hammer down. Make that call, send an email, post

a blog. Be creative. Be specific. If you know someone interested in the ride, get them added to

your team or get them to start their own team. Thanks, Charlie Snyder (Chair, SoCoTdC)

http://main.diabetes.org/site/TR?fr_id=7690&pg=entry

24th Annual Subaru Elephant Rock Cycling Festival on JUN 5, 2011;

www.elephantrockride.com

Inaugural 2011 Southeastern Colorado Ride for the Cure™ starting and ending at Pikes Peak

International Raceway in Fountain, Colorado on JUL 16, 2011. They need sponsors & volunteers.

http://www.komensecolorado.org/get-involved/ride-for-the-cure/ride-information.html

6th Annual Colorado Cyclist Copper Triangle Alpine Classic on AUG 6, 2011 at Copper

Mountain

www.coppertriangle.com .

Peopleforbikes.org

 200,000—that is the population of Des Moines, Iowa. It’s the sum of iPhone apps developed in

the last year. As of MAR 8, it’s the number of Americans who have signed the PFB pledge in

support of a better future for bicycling -- one that is safer and more fun for anyone who wants to

ride a bike. In the first 24 hours, you sent 12,500 personal emails to members of Congress. In a

little more than a week, you sent 20,000 individual notes. We want to thank you all for your

steady support.

Tim Blumenthal -- Director, peopleforbikes.org
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The CSCC Avatar � Don�t Let This One �Slip� By You

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Editor

This is a non-scientific survey conducted at the first club meeting of the year. Each attendee

receives a slip of paper, and proceeds to write down their answer to a series of questions asked by

the Club President. Questions include such inquiries as “How many flat tires did you have in

2009?” and “What is your favorite color?” OK – now that we all understand the source of the data,

let’s start building TR.

TR would have been a member of CSCC for 7 years, and would have last purchased a new bike in

2006. In 2010, TR would have experienced 4.4 flats while riding with the Club (up from the 3.3

average for 2009 – more miles or longer distances in 2010?). Like 82% of CSCC members, TR

would have a backpack hydration system. However, TR would also have at least or more than five

cycling water bottles at home, as do 97% of those polled. That brings to mind the following

question - Just how many water bottles would be considered “enough”?

Thinking of the image for our avatar, TR would probably be wearing a blue bike jersey (35% of the

slip method responders choose blue as their favorite color). However, on that jersey, there would

also be green (15%) and an equal distribution of some red and purple (12.5% each), along with a

splash of other colors, such as burgundy, plum, pink, yellow and orange (2% each). The size of

the jersey would be either L-XL for a men’s jersey, and M for a woman’s style.

Once TR has the jersey on, at just what temperature would TR begin riding for the year? Well, if

it’s colder than 27 degrees, TR prefers to stay inside. Since TR is inside some of the time, would

TR be looking at the Club’s website (www.bikesprings.org)? While TR would probably visit at least

several websites a day, overall, an average of 12 days goes by before TR once again logs into the

Club online resource.

Once it warms up outside, TR would begin preparing for that next ride by putting air in the bike’s

tires. As does 97% of the Club, TR would be using the floor pump at home to make sure the tires

were at the proper pressure. Once dressed in the Blue/green/red and purple jersey (with a splash

of pink, yellow, orange…), TR would have to decide which to wear of the 1.7 helmets TR owns.

But, enough of the numbers. Once out on the bike, TR would probably forget about all these

statistics and just enjoy the ride … riding an average of 378 miles for per year over the last five

years. (Oops, how did those numbers “slip” in there?).

Just ride, TR, just get out and enjoy the ride!!!
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Cycling Around The World

More common than lycra...

Skeptical? I was too, until I competed reading a recent travel article in the Sydney Morning
Herald. Titled “Coasting in good company” the article relates traveler Andrew Bain’s experiences
as he cycles through central Vietnam from the former royal capital of Hue to the sunny sands of
Nha Trang. As Andrew relates, “Vietnam is a place that seems custom-made to be seen from a
bicycle. Classic images of cycling workers wearing conical hats or young girls pedaling through

cities in crisp ao dai (the national dress) are more than cliché - they are daily sights. Less
commonly seen are sweating, Lycra-clad cyclists on mountain bikes” which probably explains all
the attention he receives along the way.

Interested in reading more about his experiences over a nine-day trip? The article can be found at
http://www.smh.com.au/travel/coasting-in-good-company-20110317-1bymc.html

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor
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CSCC Represented at Front Range Cyclist Bike Show

Allen Beauchamp

Sara, Rich and CeCe staffed the booth for the entire show, answering questions about CSCC for

many people. They were able to dispel quite a few incorrect assumptions; "I'm not

strong/experienced enough to ride with a group" or "I don't have the right kind of bicycle" and

they were able to introduce an entire new group of potential new club members to the wonderful

opportunity that CSCC brings to our area cyclists.

We will have more opportunities to showcase CSCC at several events happening throughout the

Spring/Summer season in 2011 and the information will be posted on the club web page. The club

would love to have volunteers step forward to assist in putting on these information booths, they

are a fun and interesting way to meet new people, promote CSCC and enjoy our larger local

community.

Cheers, Allen Beauchamp -- CSCC Outreach Chair
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"Out spokin': Bike maintenance plays key role in cycling performance"

Dave McIntosh � OutThere.Com

There’s an old saying that a clean bike is a fast bike, and not only do I believe that’s true, I would

also extend that statement to include the idea that a well-tuned bike makes being a cyclist more

enjoyable.

Previous blogs:

Meeting adverse conditions builds mental toughness

http://www.outtherecolorado.com/blogs/out-spokin-training-in-adverse-conditions-helps-build-

mental-toughness.html

Nutrition tips for before, during and after next ride

http://www.outtherecolorado.com/blogs/out-spokin-in-your-efforts-to-drop-weight-dont-neglect-

your-bodys-needs.html

Start riding now or regret it come cycling season

http://www.outtherecolorado.com/blogs/out-spokin-get-in-the-saddle-now-or-regret-it-come-

cycling-season.html

If you miss a workout, move on

http://www.outtherecolorado.com/blogs/out-spokin-if-you-miss-a-workout-do-yourself-a-favor-

and-move-on.html

Winter is hard on your bike, and the cumulative miles you’ve ridden in the last year are as well. As

the days start to get longer and the possibility of spring seems closer to becoming a reality, it’s

time to get your bike into primo condition for the season.

Chain/drivetrain: This time of year is the best time to switch out the items that wear out.

Chains wear – as do the gears they interface with. If you’re good about replacing your chain

before it wears too much, you may not have to replace your cogs as frequently. However, if you

replace the chain and you’re having trouble with skipping/chattering gears, there’s a good chance

the new chain isn’t meshing well with the old cogs and you’ll need to replace them as well.

Brake/shifter cables/brake pads: Brake and shifter cables and the housings around them

should be removed and replaced, particularly if there is any cracking in the housing. Many riders

don’t realize their cables are in bad shape because the degradation happens so gradually, but once

you have new cables and housing you’ll realize what you’ve been missing! If you’re doing the work

yourself, use a small amount of lube on the cable before running it through the housing. This will

ensure that there will be little friction between the cables and housing and keep your shifting

smooth. Check to see if your brake pads are significantly worn, and replace them as needed.

Nothing’s worse than flying down a descent at 40 mph and grabbing a handful of brake, only to

realize those worn-out pads you wished you would’ve replaced aren’t doing their job!

Tires: Your tires are essentially your “shoes” on the ground, so be sure to look them over closely.

Riding on worn-out tires means you don’t have the traction you should have, and you’re more

vulnerable to flats. Are there deep cuts or bits of glass/stone/plastic embedded in the rubber? Is

there enough rubber left? Is your rear tire squared-off across the top from wear? Can you see the

threads of the casing? If you can see the threads, you might be seeing the ground with the next

corner you take!

A few more quick tips for early-season maintenance:

  • Handlebar tape gets compressed over time and loses its ability to provide cushioning.

Replace it, and take the opportunity to inspect your handlebars – especially if you’re riding carbon
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bars.

  • Take a look at the cleats attached to your shoes. If they’re worn down, now’s a good time to

replace them. You’ll have time to get used to the new ones, or make adjustments if necessary,

before you’re in the middle of a heavy training or competition period.

  • Get a new helmet. I don’t care if you didn’t crash in 2010, get a new helmet for 2011 and get

into the habit of replacing your helmet on an annual basis (or more frequently if you hit your head

…).

These are basic bike maintenance and early-season tips, and they are relatively easily done. If

you’re not mechanically inclined, you’re in luck because there are several great local bike shops in

the Pikes Peak Region. Just take your bike in and let them do what they do best: get your bike in

tip-top condition.

For information about CTS coaching, camps, and performance testing, visit our Colorado Springs

training facility at 21st Street and Highway 24, visit us online http://www.trainright.com , or call

us at 866-355-0645.

Dave can be reached at dmcintosh@trainright.com .
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Cycling the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route (GDMBR)

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

The primary reason that Dennis sent me the note was to mention they might have something for

the next edition of the Bent Fork. He stated that they had just ridden “a little segment of the

Great Divide MB Trail 2 weekends ago (New Mexico)…. The trip was relatively uneventful (the best

kind).” Not immediately remembering what the Great Divide MB Trail is, I of course Googled it and

quickly came up with a wealth of references.

Just in case you didn’t know, the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route (GDMBR) is a continuous long

distance cycling route, beginning in Banff, Alberta, Canada and terminating in Antelope Wells, New

Mexico, USA. As of 2010, the entire route covered 2,745 miles. Riding the full length of the route,

a cyclist will tally up over 200,000 feet of elevation gain and loss. The Adventure Cycling

Association (ACA) developed the GDMBT, with its inauguration in 1998. About 90% of the GDMBR

is on unpaved roads and trails, requiring basic off-pavement riding skills to complete. These

unpaved sections of the GDMBT range from high quality dirt or gravel roads to a few short

sections of unmaintained trails, which will challenge even the best riders.

Taking a look at the posting that Dennis provided in his email, I realized that in three short days

over the February Presidents Day weekend, he and Terry rode north over the section from Separ,

NM (just south of Interstate 10) to the Tyrone Mine (just south-west of Silver City). As the posted

photos indicate, that section of the GDMBT covers some arid landscape. The travelogue indicates

that at a point about 3 to 4 miles away from Highway 90 - a paved road leading to Silver City -

the elevation is higher and the trees are big enough to start providing shade over the road.
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Does It All Add Up? Tracking Your Cycling Mileage

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

Just look at the Club Miles register on our website (http://www.bikesprings.org/cscc_miles.php)

and you’ll see how it all adds up. These numbers are often used in various discussions to

demonstrate just how much a group of cyclists in Colorado Springs uses the city and county

roads.

Other than Club rides, do you also track your personal or bike commuting mileage? Should we?

That’s a question that has come up a number of times over the last several years. If the Club had

a better understanding of how many more miles Club members accumulate throughout the year

commuting to work, making quick trips to a store, or just getting out at the spare of the moment

to enjoy a great weather day, this information could be quite useful. Just think…, if we could say

that the 300+ members of this organization not only logged in excess of 80,000 club miles, but

also were out on a bike riding another what – 160,000 miles a year? That number could have a

big impact if we just understood what it could be.

That said, I’m wondering how many of us track our “non-club” mileage--10%, 50% or more? At

the moment, we don’t know, but we’d sure like to find out. If you do track your non-Club mileage,

send me an email and let me know. And, also let me know what “tool” you use to track the rides.

Perhaps it’s nothing more than scribbling the miles on calendar pages. Or, maybe you zero out

your distance on the cycle computer at the beginning of your riding year, and then take a look on

31 December (just before the Frozen Water Bottle Ride) to see how many miles you rode in the

last year. Or, does a spreadsheet serve the purpose of tracking your mileage? I suppose your tool

of choice could even be a website specific to the purpose, allowing you to log those miles on-line.

Remember, the input you provide will help the Club Board to determine not only if we should

begin tracking overall mileage for advocacy and cycling support purposes, but also to help the

Board to understand what tool or tools might best serve that purpose for the membership.

So, get your responses to me before 30 April!   Dale_campbell_co@msn.com
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Cycling the GDMBR (continued)

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

Geographically this region is as remote as any place in the continental United States.

Mesas, cliff lines, volcanic formations, and mountain ranges that seem to pop right out of

the desert floor are major visual features of this area. Many different cactus and grass

varieties somehow provide habitat for small rodents, snakes, and lizards. … This area is

both historically and anthropologically dominated by the rich Native American and

southwestern Spanish culture. Coming down the east side of the Gila Wilderness is a

welcome relief, with water once again available as you head into Silver City, New Mexico, a

place noted for learning about Anasazi culture with the Gila Cliff Dwellings National

Monument north of town and a good museum at the local university. From there it is a

sprint south (mostly on pavement) to the border crossing, which consists of one building on

the border and nothing else for miles and miles.” (http://www.adventurecycling.org/routes

/greatdivide.cfm?pg=more )

Want to read about a firsthand experience with segments of the GDMBT in New Mexico or

Colorado? Check out the photos and descriptions that Dennis and Terry have posted on their

website for Bike Stories 25, 27, 29, 31 or 33, to name just a few GDMBT segments they’ve

covered. The URL for their adventures is http://www.struck.us/BikePics . By the way, in 2010,

National Geographic listed riding the GDMBR as number one of its top fifty best American

adventures. Which segment are you going to ride?
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Planning a Cycling Trip? Comprehensive Checklist Website You Can�t Do

Without

Dale Campbell - Bent Fork Chronicles Editor

Club Members Dennis and Terry Struck have been traveling and touring via bicycle for years. To

assist with the planning and packing for their adventures, they have compiled a number of

checklists and information lists to use in preparing for their next adventure. Fortunately, for the

rest of us, they have made these lists available to the public via their website. Found at

http://www.struck.us/CheckList/BicyclingChecklist.html , the lists and information are reflections

of their learning experiences along the way. I think we can all agree that the best lists come from

experience. As is noted on the web page, the objective of each list is to “have on hand the LEAST

NEEDED Amount, Quantity, or Volume that meets the Situational Requirements.”

And, as Dennis indicates, the site averages about 3,000 hits a month. With the availability of the

World Wide Web, other cyclists around the world benefit from the experiences that the Strucks

have had over the years! Dennis says that about once a month, he usually gets an email from

someone outside the US. In case you may have forgotten to bookmark the website, just

remember to do a web search for “'Bicycle Touring Checklist.” The Struck’s webpage will come up

as one of the top three returns.

So, you now have access to that compilation of lists for packing or planning travel. Check that off

your checklist!
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Adelaide Hostel in San Francisco

Al Brody - Advocacy Dude!

Having toured the coast by bicycle myself, I know exactly what you need when you make the

choice to take a break from camping. We have locked storage for bicycles, and the best free all-

you-can-eat breakfast: fresh-cut fruit, fresh-made oatmeal, bagels, croissants, muffins, toast, and

never-ending peanut butter, jam, and Nutella. We also offer amazing big, all-fresh, home-cooked

meals every night, which always include a meat/vegi option, vegetables, fresh salad, and

homemade dessert—for only $5!" Other amenities Nicola lined out include a large, quiet lounge

with comfy sofas; free wi-fi; and nearby evening events and free walking tours. "We already get

lots of cyclists, and I truly love it when they come and stay and we can chat cycle touring," she

added. "It also inspires me to get up and go myself." Here's the link to the Adelaide's website:

http://www.adelaidehostel.com

Al Brody
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